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Dear colleagues,
It is my pleasure to present to you the International Rights Catalogue "Autumn 2013" for the Muenchner  
Verlagsgruppe GmbH with its five Imprints:

 Popular Business: Management, Economy, Politics, Job, Careers 

 Finance Guides for professionals and private investors: Finance  
 Investment, Trading

 Professional Business: Marketing Business: Marketing,  
 Management, Sales, Production 

 True Crime, Lifestyle, Non-Fiction & Biography, Humor, Sport,  
 Fitness, Beauty 

 Non-Fiction & Biography, Personal Development,  
 Communication, Self-Help

Highlights in this Autumn are:

 
riva Verlag:   „The Book of Extremes“, by Galileo
    „Go vegan!“, Marlene Halser
    „2 Days of dieting are enough“, Dr. Dr. Michael Despeghel
    „The Bro Strategy“, Christoph Spöcker
    „Animal yoga “, Rajesh Sharma
mvgVerlag:  „David Garrett“, Johannes Rothenbaum
    „Jamie Oliver“, Rose Winterbottom
    „10,000 reasons to be happy“, Kathrin Döring
    „The art of polite traveling“, Moritz Freiherr Knigge | Jörg Steinleitner
Redline Verlag:  „Happy without money!“, Ralphael Fellmer
    „The new solidarity“, Reiner App
    „My Brands“, Herrmann H. Wala
    „Survive“, Heiko von der Gracht
    „Strengthen the strengths“, Alexander Christiani | Frank M. Scheelen 
FinanzBuch Verlag: „Dear Private Investor!“, Max Otte
    „The Europe Conspiracy“, Oliver Janich
    „Stock markets – very practically“, Rolf Morrien | Judith Engst
    „Currency Reform“, Thorsten Polleit | Michael von Prollius
    „The share and stock market driving licence“, Beate Sander

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann    Phone: + 49-89-65 12 85-2 44
Rights Director / International Affairs  Fax: +49-89-65 20 96
Muenchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH   E-Mail: mpinto-peuckmann@m-vg.de

We control world rights on all new and backlist titles and I would be happy to send you reading samples on publication.
I wish you an enjoyable browse through our catalogue!

Frankfurt Book Fair 2013
We cordially invite you to visit us at our stand in Hall 3.0, B31 (Muenchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH)
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The Book of Extremes of the success-
ful ProSieben TV Program

A city under the earth. A sundae for a haughty 1000 US Dollars. A 
village in which children are prohibited by law. A roller coaster that 
rushes towards the ground.at full speed.                                                     

The popular science magazine Galileo has been amazing its readers for 
the last 15 years with reports on spectacular, curious and interesting 
phenomena from all over the world. The Galileo reporters travel inde-
fatigably around the world salvage stores of knowledge and get to the 
bottom of myths. Finally their best stories are being also published in 
the form of a book, filled with sensational photos, unbelievable stories 
and captivating facts. The Book of Extremes offers the high points of the 
last two years of Galileo – spiced with exclusive stories which have not 
yet been seen in the TV serial.

ProSieben
ENTERTAINMENT-TIPP
// BUCH

JETZT IM HANDEL

Highest TV adverti-
sing volume for a 
book project – gua-
ranteed to reach out 
to 20 million viewers 
 

Huge promotion campaign
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The official book of the TV series 

The prefect Christmas gift         

Illustrated throughout                                        

Spectacular pictures, unbelievable stories, capti-
vating facts   

TV marketing and book advertisement spots along 
with the broadcast

TV marketing and book 
advertisement spots 
along with the broadcast

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 2 6 0 0

Galileo

The Book of Extremes
The world for amazement                         

256 pages | 22,4 × 29,8 cm 

Hard cover, 4 colour                                 

Original edition                                          

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-260-0

Product group 1610 

08.10.2013 

Nonfiction / Biography

Top titles

Grimme Award winner                                                           

Shown daily at prime time for 
over 15 years now                                      
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Dumb, dumber, digital                       

AnDrEAS Hock, born in 1974, has been writing for various 
newspapers and magazines for over 15 years. As a party spo-
kesman, he obtained a deep insight into the inner life of poli-
tics. From 2007 to 2011, he was with the A Z Nuremberg 
(newspaper) as one of the youngest chief editors of Germany. 
He now works as a freelance journalist, ghost-writer and 
author.

Since the invention of the calculator, we have continued to incapacitate our brain. Today we surren-
der our entire lives to the digital progress! We pay with the smartphone, buy ourselves virtual friends 
on Facebook, hail talentless washouts on you tube and follow talkative idiots on Twitter. But the more 
information we spew out into the unending data universe, the dumber we get in the process. And it 
also becomes all the more dangerous for all of us! Even after death…

Andreas Hock’s view of the digitalisation of our society is funny, frightening and furious. And gua-
ranteed to be analogue!
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• How computer and co misappropriate our life                                  

•  How we continue to grow lonely despite having hundreds of friends               

•  How we are cultivating a whole generation of psychopaths                            

• How technology makes us sick                                                  

•  How the opinion mafia exploits our digital dependence                           

• How we are handling our digital heritage                              

•  How the internet makes every little piece of crap  
uncontrollable               

• How the mobile phone morphed from telephone to  
  communications killer                   

• How Facebook rears us as virtual junkies                      

•  How our relationships and social contacts get flushed down the toilet
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Andreas Hock

Like me bugger off
How our society is being made 

lonely and brainsick by smartpho-

nes, computer games and social 

networks

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                       

Original edition                                          

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-330-0 

Product group 1973

08.10.2013 

Hot topic – digitalisation and its consequences

An explosive topic, rendered polemically                                 

An important book that begins where Digital 
Demons ended                    

Nonfiction / Biography

Top titles

Massive promotion  
campaign on Facebook
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He wanted to become a priest – 
till the time he actually got to 
know the church

DAniEL BüHLing, born in 1978, had first completed a course 
that qualified him for the retail trade and worked as a section 
head in a building supplies store, before he decided at the 
beginning of his 20th year, to become a priest. He studied 
for eight years in various priest seminaries in Augsburg, 
Munich and Trier and learnt the true story of the Catholic 
Church there. In 2008, disgusted, he ended his training to 
become a priest and works since then as a free theologian.

An idealistic young Catholic decides to become a priest and had no 
inkling of what awaited him with the training for this: a world full of 
hypocrisy and double moral standards. Bühling reports on the parallel 
world of the priest seminary, in which homosexuality is practised in a 
hushed up manner and where psychoses and hallucinations, abuse of 
alcohol and drugs are the order of the day. 

Why do cases of abuse appear to occur more frequently than the ave-
rage especially in the church?  How is it that the Catholic church of all 
places has an enormous attraction for homosexuals? And why is a large 
number of priests mentally unstable and at risk for addiction, exactly 
the people who ought to be support for others?                       

Daniel Bühling has the courage to report for the first time from the 
innermost recesses of the Catholic Church. And he does not shy away 
while doing so to pose critical questions and to answer these on the 
basis of his experience in the priest seminary.
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“A shocking insider report from 
the closed milieu of the catholic 
priest training institutes.                                
This evocative book compels the 
catholic church to finally risk 
undertaking fundamental 
reforms”

David Berger, bestselling author, church critic, chief edi-

tor of the magazine “Männer”

Es war nachts um drei, im Priester-
seminar St. Hieronymus zu Augs-
burg herrschte Stille, da erwachte

Daniel Bühling durch heftiges Klopfen an
seiner Zimmertür. Ein Mitstudent stürmte
verwirrt herein, riss das Fenster auf und
zeigte mit dem Finger in den Innenhof.
Einen Scheiterhaufen glaubte er dort zu
sehen, um den Teufel tanzten und auf
dem Menschen verbrannten.

Bühling brachte den verstörten Mann
zurück ins Bett. Ein Einzelfall, so etwas
kommt schon mal vor im Studienstress –
so beruhigte er sich.

„Da irrte ich mich, Psychosen waren
keineswegs die Ausnahme“, sagt der 34-
Jährige heute. Mystische Wahnvorstel -
lungen, sexuelle Doppelmoral, Alkohol -
missbrauch, Tablettensucht: „Ich erlebte
Dinge, die ich mir als junger bayerischer
Katholik, der Seelsorger werden wollte,
nie erträumt hätte.“

Acht Jahre lang studierte Bühling an
Priesterseminaren in Augsburg, München
und Trier, 2009 beendete er frustriert die
Ausbildung zum Pfarrer. Jetzt berichtet
er zum ersten Mal von seinen Erfahrun-
gen mit dem recht abgeschirmten Leben
in den Bildungsstätten der Kirche.

Die Ausbildung soll die jungen Männer
für einen anstrengenden Beruf rüsten.
Stress und Einsamkeit machen vielen
Priestern zu schaffen, vor allem die we-
nigen Nachwuchskräfte sind schnell über-
fordert. In den Priesterseminaren werden
sie nur unzureichend auf den Alltag in
fusionierten Großgemeinden vorberei-
tet – und so gut wie gar nicht auf ein ent-
haltsames und eheloses Leben. 

„Die persönliche Reifung und Reife
spielen in Priesterseminaren nur am
 Rande eine Rolle“, sagt Wunibald Müller,
Psychologe und katholischer Theologe.
In der Benediktinerabtei Münster-
schwarzach unterhält er ein deutschland-
weit einzigartiges Therapiezentrum für
Geistliche. Mehr als 1200 Seelsorger wur-
den dort bereits behandelt. Sein Fazit:
Vor allem das Sexverbot durch den Zö -
libat kann zu seltsamen Blüten führen,
nicht zuletzt wegen der Defizite in der
Ausbildung. Es komme zu „psychisch
und spirituell ungesunden Verhaltenswei-
sen“, sagt Müller, weil „ein entscheiden-
der Lebensbereich in einem Dunkelraum
gelebt wird“.

Während die Deutsche Bischofskonfe-
renz das Problem weitgehend ignoriert,
wird an der Basis der Ruf nach Reformen
laut. „Wir müssen Priesterseminare mit
 ihrer Treibhausatmosphäre grundsätzlich
überdenken“, sagt Pfarrer Reinhard Rosen-
busch aus dem Bistum Limburg. Es könne
nicht länger angehen, dass „die Kirche jun-
ge Männer mit geringer Lebenserfahrung
in eine zölibatäre Lebensform hineinpresst“.

Auch Daniel Bühling hatte keine Ah-
nung, was ihn erwartete, als er mit Anfang
zwanzig beschloss, Priester zu werden.
„Die Leute in meinem Heimatort klopften
mir auf die Schulter und sagten: Toll, dass
du das machst in der heutigen Zeit!“, er-
innert er sich.

Im Seminar erlebte er dann eine Paral-
lelwelt, in der es vor allem um Abgrenzung
ging. Es begann schon mit der  Kleidung:

Viele der jungen Kandidaten fürs Priester-
amt hätten am liebsten vom ersten Tag an
die Soutane getragen, so Bühling, „um zu
zeigen, wir haben uns von der Welt abge-
wandt, wir sind etwas Besonderes“. Alte,
pompöse Messgewänder waren bei ihnen
in etwa so begehrt wie Skinny Jeans bei
Berliner Hipstern; die schönsten Stücke
wurden auf Ebay zu hohen Preisen er -
steigert. Strenge katholische Traditionen
galten als besonders schick. „Du musst
dich für den wahren Glauben, die wahre
Kirche entscheiden“, so hat es Bühling oft
von seinen konservativen Seminarbrüdern
gehört, die auf ihn Druck aus übten, sich
ihrem Lager anzuschließen.

Bizarre Verhaltensweisen waren keine
Ausnahme. In der stockdunklen Haus -
kapelle stieß der junge Seminarist eines
Nachts auf einen Mitbewohner, der auf
dem Steinboden vor dem Altar lange in
der Körperhaltung des Gekreuzigten ver-
harrte. Ein anderer wollte seine Gefähr-
ten davon überzeugen, ihre Genitalien
nur mit Papier anzufassen, weil alles Ge-
schlechtliche böse sei. Es kam auch vor,
dass sich Seminaristen mit dem Ledergür-
tel kasteiten, weil ihnen die in der Beichte
auferlegte Buße nicht reichte.

Buße, wofür eigentlich? „Es ging meist
um homosexuelle Kontakte, um Regel -
verstöße gegen den Zölibat. Viele meiner
Kollegen sagten mir offen, dass sie ihre
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Aussteiger Bühling: „Erst jetzt fühle ich mich als freier Mann“ 

S E E L S O R G E R

„Psychisch ungesund“
Ein junger, überzeugter Katholik aus Bayern will Pfarrer werden.

Das Studium wird für ihn zum Martyrium. Jetzt 
rechnet er mit der verschlossenen Welt der Priesterseminare ab.

D E R  S P I E G E L  5 2 / 2 0 1 230

Graduation ceremony
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The first insider report from the priest seminary                    

Unflattering and unadorned truths about the  
Catholic Church              

Very current report based on experience that  
confronts the church with facts                  

Galvanises the gridlocked debate anew with 
insights               

Daniel Bühling mit  

Felicia Englmann

The 11th commandment: 
Thou shall 
not speak about it
Dark truths about the priest  

seminary                       

200 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                     

Original edition                                          

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-322-5

Product group 1973

07.11.2013 

Grand press tour throug-
hout Germany

Author goes on a reading 
journey 
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Muhlis Ari was nationally known in the 90s as a “crime kid”, “horror 
kid”, “shoplifting child” and “Horror of Neuperlach”.  The son of Turkish 
immigrants, born in Munich, had committed more than 60 criminal 
offenses up to his 14th year and was considered to be hardly educable.  
The authorities gave the pseudonym “Mehmet” to the young serial offen-
der to protect him from publicity.                                     

This name became the symbol for a failed integration and an over-chal-
lenged, xenophobic constitutional state, which finally deported the under-
age child to Turkey without his parents. At that time,   Mehmet spoke 
only the Bavarian dialect, but not Turkish – he knew Turkey only from 
the vacation. “Mehmet”, who is 28 years old today and still lives unwil-
lingly in Turkey, describes authentically and without any sugar-coating 
in this book, how it could come to the point that he was expelled like 
an enemy of the country and explains why he desperately wants to go 
back to Germany.        

MuHLiS Ari was born in 1984 as a child of Turkish immig-
rants in Germany and grew up in a high-rise settlement in 
the problem district of Munich, Neuperlach.  He made himself 
noticeable even as a child by countless thefts and burglaries, 
physical injuries, extortion, and raids.        
. Various rehabilitation measures failed, he slid back. In the 
end, the authorities deported the 14-year-old without his 
parents to Turkey. The case made headlines all over the  
country   

his case shook up the republic    
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“However, if all instruments have 
failed, the state has an instru-
ment in the aliens’ law, which it 
does not have for german citi-
zens.  This is, by no means, a fair 
discrimination, which is, however, 
provided for in the law.”                                            
Christian Ude (SPD), Lord Mayor of Munich

Mehmet – serial offender – during his court 
proceedings on 24th April 2001 
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Muhlis Ari mit Christoph Straßer

They called me Mehmet                 
Story of a ghetto child

250 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                   

Original edition                                          

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-318-8

Product group 1971

08.10.2013 

New explosive material for the burning topic of mig-
rants torn between crime and perfect integration                                            

With the example of an explosive and famous court 
case that grabbed and will again grab headlines all 
over the country
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Be the clown between the breaks – many trainees have not imagined 
the entry into the school in this way. But the university has not trained 
them for the fights at close quarters on the educational front. For two 
years, it is: eyes shut and get through. These are unbelievable stories of 
unexpected conflicts with Sarah-Cheyenne and Leon-Justin. From won-
drous meetings with demented old teachers, drinking sprees on school 
trips, to chaotic demonstration lessons The relentless perception: 
something is wrong in the education system.                

In this book, they report about the everyday insanity of the trainee 
teachers – about excessive demands, fearlessness and idealism. Welcome 
to class conflict!                                

THorSTEn WiESE is a journalist, author, editor and father. 
For this book, he has spoken with numerous trainees throug-
hout Germany

The first book about the everyday 
class conflicts faced by the trai-
nee teachers
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Thorsten Wiese

“no, Torben-Jasper, you
do not have any  
telephone joker”                            
Teacher trainees tell all about 

everyday class conflicts                                      

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                       

Original edition                                          

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-343-0 

Product group 1185

07.11.2013 

The distress of the young teacher – crass and 
strange         

Books by teachers are guaranteed best sellers

Large target group with over 700,000 teachers                                   

 | Sachbuch / Biografie
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From the cradle into the clink

BEATE krAFFT-ScHöning, born in 1965 studied French in 
Brussels and was working at first in Belgium for many years 
for a German industrial enterprise. In the middle of the 1990s, 
she became editor in a German print media after an intern-
ship.  As a follow up of a long research project, she founded 
the initiative NetKids in 1999/2000 for the protection of young 
people on the Internet Her unconventional and drastic form 
to make sexual violence against children on the Internet, in 
particular on television, a central topic became known all 
over the country Since 2008, she is researching about the 
“Miris” in Bremen, to whom she has built up a close bond of 
trust over the years.                                      ©
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Arabian-Lebanese “clans” make headlines all over the country over and 
over again. In Berlin, Bremen and Essen, complete big families seem to 
be organized entrenched into the business like mafia.  Whether it is tra-
ding drugs and weapons, protection money extortion or contract killing 
– the records management of the police begins, for quite a lot of “clan 
member”, even at the tender age of seven years.              

Spectacular processes allow the general public to see, the manipulati-
ons which may happen within the family perceived as a closed society. 
Nobody managed to have a glimpse behind the scenes up to now.  The 
fear of the “clan” is too big. Thus even the police often dares to proceed 
against its members only when heavily armed and in present in big 
numbers.          

Despite all warnings the investigative journalist Beate Krafft-Schöning 
began researching the Lebanese – Arabian “Mari Clan” in 2008. She 
attended, at first, legal processes against members, read police files and 
finally got to know numerous “Miris” personally.                        

Thus she got an insight in a living world, which looks totally different 
from the inside than as it is perceived from outside.
                                         
Blutesbande [Blood ties] is a report from the innermost circle of the 
“Miri clan” – thrilling, objective and complicated – and shows a life under 
the German roofs, unknown up to now, about which many often talk wit-
hout understanding much of it

“The Bremen police are helpless 
against the family clan ‘Miri’” 
Weser Kurier (newspaper)                        

19,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86883-283-9

reorder now!
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Beate Krafft-Schöning

Blood ties                               
How the infamous “Miri clan” 

evolved from an Arabian large 

family in Germany                        

An insider report                    

250 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                          

Original edition                                          

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-314-0

Product group 1973

11.09.2013 

After detailed TV reporting, among others, in Stern 
TV, the first book about the “Miris”                             

From the well-known journalist, who has been fol-
lowing the “Miris” in Bremen for more than four yea
rs                               

The first very close insight into a totally other Ger-
man reality

Media topic                                          

 | True Crime

True Crime

Top titles
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The vegan manifesto! 

MArLEnE HALSEr, born in 1977, studied political science, 
ethnology, theology and journalism in the Ludwig Maximi-
lians University in Munich and did graduation in editing at 
the German Journalists’ School (DJ). Then she spent a year 
as a free journalist in Israel. In 2010, she returned to her 
hometown Munich and is working since 2011 as Bavaria cor-
respondent for Tageszeitung (taz – daily newspaper). In July 
2012, she was honoured with the Ludwig Erhard Award for 
business journalism. Marlene Halser is vegan.                                          

One spends the break at the salad bar, there is the Döner (doner kebab) 
with wheat egg white instead of with veal and restaurants offer haute 
cuisine entirely without quail’s egg and caviar – and exclusively with 
herbal products. Vegan is in.
                
At this time, 800,000 people in Germany live consciously without ani-
mal products and their number is growing. More and more people are 
interested in a vegan lifestyle. With Go vegan! there is now, finally, the 
book for all questions about the veganism. From the vegan cooks Attila 
Hildmann and Björn Moschinski to the environmental activist and finan-
cial refusenik Raphael Fellmer and beauty expert Ariane Sommer up to 
the strongest man of Germany, Patrick Baboumian – the most famous 
representatives of the vegan scene speak quite personally in this book 
about the feasibility and the advantages of a purely herbal life-style.                                                 

                                         
Go vegan! is an advisor and a reference book for all those interested and 
for every sceptic person, but above all a “manifesto” of the vegan scene 
itself.                                              

Go vegan! shows that a vegan life is not so difficult at all, it is good and 
a great fun. One, who has read this book, will decide: I want to change 
something!

“To cook vegan has nothing to do 
with renunciation. The vegan  
kitchen knows neither tradition 
nor rules. it is thus highly  
imaginative and many-sided as 
none other.”                           
Surdham Göb, vegan cook                          

“if we do not think comprehensi-
vely about veganism and  
sustainability, this world has no 
chance.”                             
Anja Uman, vegan fashion designer                                
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Attila Hildmann is the most famous vegan 
cook of Germany. He won the title for “The 
best vegetarian cook book of the year” twice 
consecutively.                                                      
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November 1st is observed 
as World Vegan Day                                   

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 3 0 6 5

Marlene Halser (editor)                            

Attila Hildmann and others (authors)                      

go vegan!
Why we live more happily and 

better without animal products                               

250 pages | 17 × 24 cm 

Soft cover                                       

Original edition                                          

16,99 € (G) | 17,50 € (A) | sFr. 24,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-306-5

Product group 1973

08.10.2013 

Vegan food is a royal trend                                

The first book that answers ALL questions about 
veganism                                       

With contributions and portraits of the most 
famous representatives of the vegan scene                                  

Go vegan! makes it clear: vegan is healthy and will 
save our world!                        

 | Health/ Nutrition
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reduce with pleasure and without 
sacrifice                             

Dr. Dr. MicHAEL DESPEgHEL is a sports scientist and spe-
cialist for lasting life style change and healthy lifestyle. He 
is an experienced advisor on fitness topics, preventive and 
health matters and is famous due to a Focus (popular German 
magazine) series as well as numerous television appearan-
ces. Among the rest, he contributed in writing the best-seller 
Abnehmen mit dem inneren Schweinehund [Reducing with 
the weaker self-] and published numerous other successful 
books, among it, Was können wir noch essen? [What can we still 
eat?]

60 per cent of men and 43 per cent of women in Germany are overweight. 
The majority of them would like to get rid of the extra pounds today 
rather than tomorrow. The best thing, however, is to do this without 
changing their life style basically, never mind starving or tormenting 
themselves. Mostly, the weaker self is enormous and the body demands 
regular rewards in the form of sweets and other delicacies. 
                                                                            
Hence, no chance of success? On the contrary of course! The revolutio-
nary diet of Dr Michael Despeghel, which is oriented to needs, gives the 
proof that it still works. The main attraction: on five days of the week, 
one can eat what one wants, and live as before. Only on the remaining 
two days, the belt is strapped slightly more tightly. Then there is a tasty 
food rich in egg white reduced to 500 kilocalories. The book gives a 
plenty of recipes for these diet days. The reduction effect is supported 
by two movement units, which are short, but are effective and, hence, 
also suitable for couch potatoes. The radically new concept of reducing 
requires only little discipline and not a completely changed life style. 
It is easy and can be realised by everybody with lasting success. Wit-
hout starving, without renunciation, with pleasure and guaranteed weight 
loss.                                     

Andreas Fischer, 28 years old, still tipped the scales at 

126 kilograms just 15 months ago – today he is only 

84 kilograms. 

42 kilograms in  
15 months!                  
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Andreas Fischer before (on the left) and after 
(on the right)                             

Megatrend 
aus den 
uSA und 

England – 
über  

2  Millionen 
Buchkäufer
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Dr. Dr. Michael Despeghel

2 Days of dieting are 
enough
Eat what you want for 5 days and 

observe a diet for 2 days and redu-

ce really rapidly.         

The revolutionary new reducing 

program                   

160 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                      

Original edition                                          

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-333-1

Product group 2461

14.08.2013 

Gigantic international trend:    
Diets with two days fasting and normal eating at 
the other time

Revolutional fasting-concept which is easy to endu-
re and proven to work

First book on the German market                               

Developed by an experienced nutrition expert                    

With many delicious recipes for the diet days and 
mini sports program              

 | Health/ Nutrition 
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The third part of the best-seller 
series                                  

This book contains these and other unbelievable, exciting and comical 
facts from all areas of science. They were put together on the big Face-
book page “useless knowledge”, which fascinate thousands of fans every 
day.

8,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86883-201-3

8,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86883-244-0

150,000 copies sold                      

Together already
78 weeks on the

Spiegel bestseller list

Why does raw spaghetti never break 
into two, but always into several 
parts?

And why do pregnant women in later peri-
od not tip over in the front while walking?                        

What effect does the consumption of 
ale, sour cream and garlic have on the 
appetite of a leech?                      

Over and over again scientists of all fields surprise us with the relevance and rea-
lism of their questions …                             

… That socks drawn over the shoes would 
reduce the number of the people having 
accidents on iced up sidewalks drastically?                      

Or did you know …                        

… That one can extract vanilla fra-
grance from cow dung?                                  

… That taxi drivers from London have a 
much better developed brain than their 
fellow men?                          

… That a dog flea can hop higher than 
a flea, which is on a cat at home?
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Pulpmedia (Publisher)

Viagra helps hamsters 
overcome jetlag                       
The full dose of unnecessary science                                  

  

200 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 

Soft cover                          

Original edition                                          

8,99 € (G) | 9,30 € (A) | sFr. 13,10

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-346-1 

Product group 2185

07.11.2013 

The successor of the Spiegel bestsellers Nutella hat 
Lichtschutzfaktor 9,7 [Nutella has light protection 
factor of 9.7] and Die Freiheitsstatue hat Schuhgröße 
1200 [The Liberty Statue has the shoe size 1200]

Accompanied by a massive social media campaign                            

Huge fan group on Facebook: over 800,000 likes      

Useless knowledge trimmed and adapted to science                         

 | Humor

Big social media 
campaign                            
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Allä Doitschän müssän das läsän 
[All germans must read it]

PETEr BräunLicH has proved as Peter Grünlich with his 
book Was wir tun, wenn der Aufzug nicht kommt [What do we 
do if the elevator does not come], that he knows what the mas-
ses laugh at. The book with amusing graphics went up to 
position 2 of the annual Spiegel bestseller list of 2012 (non-
fiction book/ paperback).          

Hitler is there again. At least in digital form. The Führer loves 
the new media. He sends a lot of SMS, he tweets and blogs. 
And he will soon have a XING account.                                  
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I offer            
Excellent leadership qualities with personal responsibility         
Quick solutions for the acquisition of new markets, perso-
nal advice, interventions and training – especially the acqui-
sition of junior employees; national and international mar-
keting strategies    

I’m looking for             
Enthusiastic people, partners and sponsors, contacts to 
heavy and armament industries; specialists for logistics; 
sharp shooters 

Adolf Hitler
Leader from Germany
(looking for work)

The satire for all lovers of  

furious humour 
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Peter Bräunlich

Adolf 2.0                    
How he lives today                     

180 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 

Soft cover                  

Original edition                                          

9,39 € (G) | 9,70 € (A) | sFr. 13,80

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-350-8 

Product group 2185

07.11.2013 

Immensely successful trend genre: Hitler parodies    

Bestseller author                            

In the style of the successful books SMS from last 
night            

 | Humor

Adolf’s’                  
• Blog                          
• Facebook profile                     
• Flirt profile                      
• SMS                      
• Twitter feeds                 
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Street art, which fascinates hund-
reds of thousands                 

Since 2002, TiMo ScHAAL is working as a freelance artist, 
DJ, painter, musician and photographer. In 2011, he founded 
the on-line network “Street Art in Germany: under the pseu-
donym “Polypix”, which belongs today to the biggest plat-
forms for street art with about 770,000 followers worldwide. 
There, he constantly publishes a variety of more than 400 
photos of the community posted every day.                      
                          

One who wanders with open eyes through the cities in Germany can 
discover art everywhere. Here, a fire hydrant, a garbage can or a tree 
was transformed into an absurd figure with easy means, there a big graf-
fiti hangs on a bridge pillar, one has “reinterpreted” an advertisement 
poster there ironically. Street-art artists use the urbane infrastructure 
as a canvas and often display enormous ingenuity and huge artistic 
talent. Since 2011, the Facebook site “Street Art in Germany” presents 
pictures of the most impressive, the most beautiful and the maddest 
pieces of art in the public space. The 769,804 loyal fans up to now like 
this – and their number is     increasing daily. Also the street-art scene 
is becoming bigger terrifically quickly and many artists are already 
renowned nationally and internationally.                    

This unusual picture book gathers the best pictures of the Facebook site 
as well as other, exclusive picture material of street art: sometimes amu-
sing, sometimes slanted, often critical of the society and always surpri-
sing.
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Sticking of 
bills 
forbidden

Sticking of 
tiles 
allowed?
2012                      
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Timo Schaal

Streetart in germany

192 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Soft cover, four colour                             

Original edition                                          

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-337-9

Product group 1191

11.09.2013 

A pot pourri of imaginative, amusing, satirical and 
slant street art pictures

Large street art and online community       

Fantastic gift book                       

The best pictures of the Facebook site and additio-
nal exclusive material                    

Gift book

Top titles 

Massive social media 
campaign               
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Yoga is trendy. Increasing numbers of people try out the exercises, undergo 
courses and thus wish to improve their health and wellness. Meanwhile, 
there are special offers for women, children, working people and seni-
ors. Only one group has been hitherto disregarded: the animals.                    
                          
This book shows animal yogis from their best sides – such as one has 
surely not seen before. Whether the zebra as “happy baby or the cat in 
“dog looking down”. Surprises, smiles and marvels are guaranteed on 
every side!                   

rAJESH »rAJi« SHArMA was born in 1970 in New-Delhi 
and moved to Germany with his parents when he was 14. 
After an aborted attempt to study veterinary science, he recoll-
ected the really important things in life and decided to impart 
the knowledge of Yoga that he had acquired over the decades.               
For this, he joined his fields of interest and founded the first 
Yoga school for animals in the world in Bielefeld in 2009. 
The mistress of a black Mopse, who wished to perform the 
“dog looking out” pose just as good as her dog could, gave 
him the idea to gather the best poses in the form of a book.                 

Animal Yoga                 

The elongation of the back of the leg is essential for a healthy position of the pelvis

The “dog looking out” strengthens the back and improves the lung volumes                              
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Rajesh Sharma

Animal yoga                         

64 pages | 19 × 19 cm 

Hard cover, 4 colour                       

Original edition                                          

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-341-6 

Product group 1191

07.11.2013 

Wonderful animal pictures – guaranteed true and 
unedited Yoga poses            

For animal lovers and yoga fans                      

 | gift book 
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cHriSToPH SPöckEr was born in 1984 in Schwarz Wald 
and studied English literature in Innsbruck after completing 
his schooling. While he was on an excursion in the USA, he 
met Barney Stinson one day, a meeting that altered his life 
like no other event. The young lad turned into a cosmopoli-
tan womaniser, who now wishes to disseminate Barneys’ 
knowledge to the world, in order to influence the life of all 
young men positively.                                

The ultimate flirt guidebook for all 
bros                               

Is there a perfect gentlemen, who with his charming manners, his self-assured demeanour and his stunning looks is cer-
tain to be the winner in the biggest game of the world from the outset itself? The man of men, the Han Solo of Charm, 
the Michael Jordan of the playboys, the god of the seducer?  The answer is: yes, there is one. It is Mr Awesome Barney 
Stinson!           
                                                                                     
Barneys’ almost exactly as cool, similarly good looking, legendary German Bro advises in this book about Barneys hund-
red per cent water tight strategy to net the most beautiful brides of this world. What accounts for his allure? How does 
he manage to win over women by the dozen? And what exactly is this suit? The Bro Strategy finally gives an answer to 
all of these questions. Thus every bloke can succeed to be a bit like Barney. A must for the modern single man                                 
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Christoph Spöcker

The Bro Strategy                                    
Clinch every woman like Barney 

Stinson                                     

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                                                    

Original edition                                          

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-335-5 

Product group 2483

08.10.2013 

Connected with the success of Playbook and Bro Code 
as a charming flirt guidebook for a younger target 
group 

Everyone can be a Barney                                                        

 | Entertainment
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ToBiAS ScHEiDAckEr is a lawyer specialising in rental and 
residential property law in Berlin. He grew up as a clergyman’s 
child in the DDR, something which taught him the central 
importance of “law” in a society. The turnaround (reuniting 
of East and West Germany) came just in time to enable him 
to complete his preparations for the university and finish law 
school in Berlin.                                                              
After he completed he was completely penniless, but one of 
the best graduates in his year in civil law. Today he has his 
own law firm in Berlin. He lives with his wife and three small 
children in Berlin-Schöneberg.                                                    

What’s the most expensive way to 
reach Dessau?                               

Lawyers have been decried as being boring sticklers to the letter who 
only pore over files and records all day long and compose barren, incom-
prehensible. However this stereotype only describes a part of their work. 
Lawyers must often grapple with problems and questions of the real 
life, which one may not have come across in one’s dreams. What’s the 
most expensive way to reach Dessau? How does one preserve a check 
of over 180,000 Euro, that does not belong to him? Can one demand a 
fee if one encourages a horse so that it becomes healthy? Or what hap-
pens when a landlord evicts the tenant of the wrong house due to a small 
mix-up of right and left?                                                 
                                                                                                                                   
In short: the life of a lawyer is everything except boring. On the con-
trary, it can be absolutely exciting. This book provides an insight into 
the other side of document folders and the maze of regulations, on the 
amusing and curious side of this profession.                                                                           
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But you don’t look good at 
all! – from the life of an 
emergency paramedic 
9,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86883-253-2

Emergency call 112 – dra-
matic and curious inci-
dents from the emergency 
services 9,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86883-284-6

Jetzt nachbestellen  
fürs Weihnachtsgeschäft
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Tobias Scheidacker

When my client fell in 
love with the judge                            
Some other stories from my life as 

an attorney

200 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 

Soft cover

Original edition                                          

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86883-269-3

Product group 2185

10.07.2013 

From the adventurous life of a lawyer                                           

The first stories of this professional group in the 
form of a book                                

Hilarious, amusing and entertaining                                  

 | Entertainment





Preview | Autumn 2013
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For most of the time of her life, the Labrador Pia is a quite normal dog. 
Until the beeper, that calls her and her master Stephan Heinz for an assign-
ment, rings. Then Pia has a job: she is one of around 1000 rescue dogs in 
Germany and searches for people who have disappeared – very often with 
success. Pia has already saved even the lives of two people. While she is 
assigned in Germany almost only with the search of missing people, her 
abilities as USAR search dog were also requisitioned after the earthquake 
of 2011 in Fukushima

The rescue teams work voluntarily and are ready and on call day 
and night. For distinctive services, Pia and her master were even 
honoured by Kurt Beck, the former Chief Minister, and Federal inte-
rior minister Friedrich.

In this book, the rescue dog Pia narrates from her own perspective about 
her most exciting assignment carried out while fighting against the time 
and for the survival in a very moving and entertaining way.

Pia von der Constanze, born in 2002, is a black Labra-
dor retriever dog and is a constant companion of her master 
Stephan Heinz since New Year‘s Eve 2002. She is a tested 
rescue dog in rubble debris and plain areas in the THW as 
well as works with the fire brigade of Rhineland-Palatinate 
and has participated in 190 assignments up to now. Besides, 
she has taken part in big foreign exercises in Czech Republic, 
Luxembourg and France and was in the foreign assignment 
in Japan. Pia lives together with the Labradors Linus, Mali-
nois Minx and the tomcat Lutz in the house of Stephan Heinz 
and his family and is the undisputed boss of the herd there.

stePhan heinz, born in 1966, converted his hobby to a 
profession in the year in 2004 and works since then in the 
agency of the technical rescue organization, Koblenz. After 
more than 25-year waiting period, he fulfilled his life‘s dream: 
a dog. Since then Stephan Heinz has dedicated himself to the 
honorary activity as dog handler, tester and test leader in the 
area of biological detection of the THW. His engagement with 
the SEEBA, the special unit for foreign assignments of the 
THW, has even taken him on assignments to Japan and  
Pakistan.

Pia saves people
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Stephan Heinz with Sebastian Brück

Pia, rescue dog by  
profession
My most exciting assignments

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Hard cover 

Original edition 

17,99 € (G) | 18,50 € (A) | sFr. 25,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-461-2

Product group 1116

08.10.2013 

Moving rescue tales

Narrated from the perspective of the dog

Spectacular assignment in Fukushima

Considerable coverage in 
all animal magazines
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He is the pop star of classical music, the violinist with the rebel‘s image and the appearance of a model: David Garrett 
has attained the rise from an apparent nobody to a world famous superstar in a few years. He combines classical music 
with pop and rock and thus opens it to an absolutely new audience. Now the multitalented virtuoso will also impress on 
the film screen in the role of legendary “devil violinist” Niccolò Paganini.

However, there are many facets is hidden behind the beaming facade of the star. The biography throws light on the early 
years of the former wonder child. He got his first recording contract just at the tender age of 13 and stood on the stage 
with the greats of the classical music – but never had any real friends. The difficult relationship to the continually deman-
ding parents is also brought to light as is Garrett’s temporary parting from the music, the escape abroad and the difficult 
way back in the footlights.

Even when he was just five years old, Johannes rothen-
baum got piano lessons and has never lost the love of music 
since then. In addition, during the study of music science, he 
discovered his second passion: writing. He has published artic-
les and books about persons of the contemporary history and 
current topics till today under different pseudonyms. The 
biography of David Garrett is the first book, which Rothen-

baum is publishing under his own name. In the person of the 
“devil violinist” Garrett, the “Paganini of the modern times”, 
he found everything that always drove him during his work 
– the engagement with the music and fathoming the multi-
layered personality of a person, who commits himself to music 
with every fiber of his being.

the devils’ violinist
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The Devils’ Violinist comes 
to the big screens in 
October 2013, with David 
Garrett in the main role of 
Paganini

In cooperation with Uni-
versum Film, the publica-
tion of the book will coin-
cide with the release of 
the film

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 4 7 8 0

Johannes Rothenbaum

david Garrett
The exclusive biography

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Hard cover, 4 colour picture titles

Original edition 

17,99 € (G) | 18,50 € (A) | sFr. 25,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-478-0

Product group 1961

08.10.2013 

The exclusive biography of David Garrett

With picture titles

David Garrett has over a million fans!
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Jamie – the exclusive biography

Jamie Oliver started his career in the kitchen of the pub belonging to 
his own family in the vicinity of Cambridge. After his schooling, he went 
to London, where he worked after a little while in the trendy restaurant 
of Gennaro Contaldo – together with a certain Tim Mälzer. Very soon 
he was discovered for the television and already had his own cooking 
shows broadcast, “The Naked Chef”, t the end of his twentieth year. How-
ever, Jamie Oliver is also involved socially. Among the rest, it meant 
and means a lot for him to convey the value of healthy food to children 
and families. He has reformed school kitchens in England and has made 
the government provide an additional amount greater than 200 million 
Pound Sterling to the schools for improved catering.                                                      

Rose Winterbottom has gathered all details from the life and work of Jamie 
Oliver and has written an entertaining biography, which draws an intimate 
portrait of Jamie Oliver. Who is the man behind the good person? What 
motivates him? What plans does he have? A perfect present, not only for 
fans or amateur cooks!                                                                                                              

rose Winterbottom is an author and journalist, born in 
Manchester. She worked for many years as a lecturer in Eng-
lish literature, is a passionate amateur cook and concentrates 
on book writing and on attempts to refine her cooking further. 
Rose Winterbottom is married to Professor John Walden, has 
two sons and lives with her family in Hamburg.
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Numerous TV Spots in the 
pre- Christmas period on 
Jamie-Oliver- on the 
program

Jamie at Home on the  
SIXX channel

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 4 7 9 7

Rose Winterbottom

Jamie oliver
Die exklusive Biografie

208 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                        

Pocket book     

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-479-7

Product group 2961

07.11.2013 

The first biography on Jamie Oliver

Intimate portrait of the best - loved cook of Europe

The ideal gift for all fans and amateur cooks
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Jana commits her first attempted suicide at the age of 12 years. Her 
parents are alcoholics and do not have anything except curses, blows 
and kicks for their child. Jana joins a delinquent gang of youth and deli-
vers the captured loot regularly to the mother, whose respect she thus 
tries to win for herself. Then as a reward, she may live with the family 
for some days, before she is sent off again. Due to her longing for love, 
at 15, Jana begins a relationship with a much older man, who forces her 
to work in the brothel of his friend. She can endure her life only in the 
intoxication of alcohol and drugs, but continues to deliver a large part 
of her income to the mother, who threatens to report her to the police, 
if the money is missing. At 16, Jana flees to Germany and falls in love 
there with a man 17 years older than her, whom she marries immedia-
tely. Jana overcomes all hurdles and is happily wedded today in her 
second marriage. She has a 16-year-old daughter, who is the biggest gift 
she’s gotten in her life.

It has taken many years, for Jana to get the strength to overcome her 
trauma and to tell others about her life. This book is a stupefying report 
on the destiny of a child, a destiny, which is shared, unfortunately, with 
many children all over the world.

Jana KoCh-KraWCzaK was born in the year 1978 in North 
Poland and fled after years of the ill-treatment as a 16-year-
old to Germany. Today she is happily married, is socially 
engaged and shares the big passion for volleyball with her 
16-year-old daughter. She lives with her family in South  
Germany.                    

ill-treated, betrayed and offended
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In the brothel in Poland Walk with daughter
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Jana Koch-Krawczak

“You don’t die your  
miserable death just yet!”                           
How my mother pushed me into 

crime and prostitution

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Hard cover 

Original edition 

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-287-8

Product group 1971

10.07.2013 

Gripping life story with a happy end

Tragic and stirring destiny 

A startling testimony of the human abyss and at 
the same time a document of hope                                        

Big book reading tour of 
the author coupled  media 
events
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Quite a lot of bliss on every  
single page of the book

From the smile of a baby to the aroma of coffee in the morning or the 
sight of the first spring flowers, which struggle through the cold of the 
winter, up to the feeling or desire to get completely engrossed in an 
exciting book and to forget the world around oneself. All these and tens 
of thousands of other things, which make people happy, are mentioned 
on every single page of this book, which one can read from the front to 
the back, from the back to front or simply just randomly selected pages. 
And one is always guaranteed to find new reasons to be happy.                

This book is the best means to get a positive mood and a good feeling 
in everyday life. Every page is filled with things, occurrences, feelings 
and moments, which make us happy.                     

Play the Music in the car very 

loudly and sing along                         

The first summer evening, on which one can

 sit outside wearing a T-Shirt

Being served by a friendly waiter

Finish packing all the 

moving cartons 

Freshly washed bed linen 
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Kathrin Döring

10,000 reasons to be 
happy

400 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 

Soft cover                                                                     

Original edition 

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-472-8

Product group 2191

10.07.2013 

Only 9.99 €                                       

The concentrated demolition charge – happiness                                              

A light book for every situation in life                                      

only 

9,99 €
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mirabell eCKert, 15 years old, attended a girl‘s high school 
for the past five years, has countless friends (370 only on 
Facebook) and therefore knows very well about the topics, 
with which girls are concerned. With two of her best friends, 
she has brought up a “best (girl) friend‘s book”, which soon 
found many imitators in the school. This gave rise to the idea 
to write a best (girl) friend‘s book for all girls.            
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the activity (scrap) book for the 
best (girl) friends

Mirabell Eckert

the best girlfriends’ book

160 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Hard cover, 2 colour

Original edition 

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

ISBN 978-3-86882-436-0

Product group 1191

alreadY Published

Beautifully designed book which 
matches the tastes of younger 
girls 

The cool, contemporary variant of 
the autograph book                                         

The best gift for the best (girl) 
friend                         

Many young girls celebrate the best (girl) friend like a romance. Now 
there is a book, in which everything that is related to friendship has a 
nice place and an adequate framework.                    

A scrap book, in which photos and recollections of great moments together 
are pasted, which is filled and which also gives tips to the best (girl) 
friends, what one can undertake together. A book on everything about 
the friendship!



49 | Gift book 

The book is promoted on the 
Facebook page »I love My Mum« 
1.5 million likes
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axel FuChs created the Facebook page “I love my mum” on 
23rd   February 2010. In the meanwhile, it has over 1.5 mil-
lion fans with over 1,000 being added each day
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the nicest gift book for mothers              

Axel Fuchs

i love my mom
For the best mother of the world                       

96 pages | 12 × 18,7 cm 

Hard cover                                                

Original edition 

9,99 € (G) | 10,30 € (A) | sFr. 14,50

ISBN 978-3-86882-464-3

Product group 1191

alreadY Published

Completely designed through: sty-
lish and refreshing, designed, not 
tawdry or trashy 

The modern gift book for mothers

With place for memories and pho-
tos

Mummy is simply the best! She is always there for us, cooks the tastiest 
food and would do everything for us, regardless of how old we are. Now, 
therefore, it is also the time to say thanks once and to show her how 
important she is for us – best of all with this wonderfully formed book: 
Innovatively formed, lively, with inspiring citations and charming say-
ings, the book is a match for the today‘s generation of young mothers.                                                 

In addition, there is enough place for own thoughts, personal dedica-
tions and nice photos. All that gives a quite special mark to this stylis-
tic gift book, in order to make it the perfect present – not only for mother‘s 
day.                                                                                                               
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“My mother had a heap of 

anger the hard way with me, 

but I believe she enjoyed it.”

Mark Twain,

American author, 1835 – 1910
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is the answer really “42”?

alexandra reinWarth is a multi-faceted and successful 
author, among others, with several book projects, which have 
been published by MVG Verlag. Other best-sellers were Arsch-
geweih [Arse antlers] and the fictitious encyclopaedia Die 
groβe Brocklaus [The big Brocklaus]. She lives near  
Barcelona. 

Everybody knows these moments, when one asks himself:                          
Is that all? Should not something else be there? Is something more 
thrilling, full of knowledge and with deep meaning still coming there 
– or will it go on now simply always only the same way, until one 
falls in the grave?

It is a travail for Alexandra Reinwarth to engage herself with superficial 
things. She wanted to discover the deeper meaning in her life. With a 
vague as well as hopeful notion, because it may really be something 
outside, she goes on the search: according to the higher order, after 
something, which gives an orientation to the life form and after this 
confounded meaning of the life. In order to attain this goal, she gets 
into contact, among other things, with shamans and angels, swings her-
self in the trance dance in other worlds, makes holy fasts, tries to solve 
the old feud with her mother – and to become a mother herself. After 
her successful books Das Sexprojekt [The sex project], Das Fitnesspro-
jekt [The fitness project] and Das Glücksprojekt [The happiness project], 
Alexandra Reinwarth is now publishing Das “Sinn des Lebens”-Projekt 
[The “Meaning of the life” project]. It is written in her usual amusing 
style and is absolutely guaranteed to entertain.
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The happiness project 
14,95 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-86882-205-2

The sex project 
9,99 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-86882-289-2

The fitness project 
14,99 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-86882-252-6

over 250,000 readers
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Alexandra Reinwarth

the “meaning of life” 
Project                           
How I took off to answer the big 

questions of life 

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                 

Original edition 

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-291-5

Product group 1481

14.08.2013 

The new project of the bestselling author               

Search for meaning made easy and packed in an 
entertaining manner

Huge media response to 
books of Alexandra Rein-
warth, among others in 
Brigitte, by Bild.de 

Personal Development

top titles
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ill or healthy?                                              
the body reveals everything             
 

heiKo Gärtner is, among others, a nature 
and wilderness pedagogue and has various 
trainings in the area of alternative cure. For 
many years now, he is dealing with medical 
abilities of the primitive races, with whom 
he has also lived for a longer period. In his 
own company Naturspirit, he gives courses 
on alternative remedial methods, on coping 
with the fear and much more. He lives near 
Nuremberg. 

tobias KrüGer is a wilderness teacher and 
mediator and is working since three years with 
Heiko Gärtner in the areas of wilderness, sur-
vival, environmental education and natural 
medicine. For several years now, he is dealing 
with alternative remedial methods like kine-
siology, Reiki, herbal remedies, reactivation of 
the self-healing energies and facial diagnosis. 
He also lives near Nuremberg.                               

How a person is doing, whether he is healthy or is prone to an illness, 
does not remain hidden – if one observes closely and can interpret sig-
nals properly. This book explains not only clearly and concisely, how 
one can recognise these signs; it is also the most comprehensive work 
of its kind and gathers all methods of facial and physical diagnostics, 
including tongue, skin and nail diagnostics, in one volume. Thereby, not 
only the “language of the body” is brought home to the reader, but also 
alternative remedial methods, like for example kinesiology or meridian 
energy techniques, with which the diagnosed illnesses can be treated. 

Krankheiten auf einen Blick erkennen [Recognize illnesses at the first sight] 
is a fundamental work, with which everybody learns to understand the 
causes of illnesses by external signs of the body and to treat them also 
independently. With the help of a large number of illustrations, tables 
and information boxes, the reader can easily orientate himself and rea-
lize the learned material.
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Identify diseases from the face
7,90 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-636-07073-9

70 000 verkaufte expl.

The typical nasolabial folds up to the 
corner of mouth indicate a large intes-
tine disturbance.

Dimple folds around the corner of 
mouth indicate a large intestine distur-
bance.

A disproportionally thick lower lip indi-
cates enlargement of the large intes-
tine.
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Heiko Gärtner | Tobias Krüger

recognise illnesses at 
first sight
Facial and body diagnosis as well 

as other techniques to comprehend 

human beings extensively                           

250 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Soft cover, four colour                       

Original edition 

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-449-0

Product group 1466

14.08.2013 

The first book on whole body diagnostics 

With numerous illustrations, in 4 - colour throughout                          

The new, comprehensive standard work on body 
diagnostics

Suitable for everyone
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Traveling often leads to people, who, indeed, use the same Smartpho-
nes, carry the same brands or eat familiar fast food – whose behaviour 
is, however, still often foreign. Accordingly something else is conside-
red as polite in every country and the ideas of hygiene also vary stron-
gly. Thus many Indians consider the Europeans to be unwashed; and 
slurping is considered unacceptable even in today‘s China, regardless 
of what many traveling guides may say. Hence it is not sufficient to deal 
only with the history and geography of a destination, in order to be 
armed for the everyday life. Therefore, supported by tempo, this book 
takes a look also at some of the “hygiene cultures” of this world. 

In eight essays, it invites readers to go on a world trip: Moritz Freiherr 
Knigge explains how one can, with due respect, deal with the peculia-
rities of people worldwide. The crime book author and lawyer Jörg Stein-
leitner develops survival training for visitors to Bavaria. The author 
Philipp Tingler permits a glance at the manners in the Anglo-Saxon 
area. The author Maximilian Dorner admires the art of conversation of 
the French. Besides, the book provides exciting insights in the customs 
of the apparently as also foreign countries of China and India right up 
to perceptions on kissing in Hungary.

A stylish volume, of essays, which shows us other countries and their 
culture from a quite new perspective

other countries, other customs  

moritz Freiherr KniGGe inspired by 
his legendary forefather Adolph Freiherr 
Knigge, founded the Freiherr Knigge oHG 
in 2002. The starting point was the modern 
interpretation of the old “etiquette manual” 
with the title Spielregeln. Wie wir mitein-
ander mitgehen sollen [Play rules: How we 
should  get along with each other]. In 2004, 
he began his activity as an author. As a spea-
ker and coach, he is an interlocutor much 
in demand in enterprises and the media and 
an adviser on the topics of esteem and con-

temporary etiquettes.                                     

JörG steinleitner oscillated between the 
metro city and rural idyll already as a child. 
The learned specialist in German linguistics, 
historian, journalist and lawyer published his 
first novel in 1998. Since 2009, he attacks the 
manners of his guild in his column “Juristen-
Knigge [Lawyer‘s etiquette manual]” in the 
magazine Life & Law. 
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The book is a permanent 
component of the new PR 
campaigns of        

Book launch on: 

Media presence and pre-
sentations of the authors                            
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Moritz Freiherr Knigge |  

Jörg Steinleitner

the art of polite  
traveling
Wonderful, amusing “instructions 

for use” for cultivated and cultured 

dealing while travelling                                    

224 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                       

Original edition 

16,99 € (G) | 17,50 € (A) | sFr. 24,00

Also available as an E-Book

ISBN 978-3-86882-463-6

Product group 1369

alreadY Published

The rather different reading on vacations

With a hygiene – ABC giving practical trips for all 
travellers around the globe        

Wonderful, amusing “instructions for use” for culti-
vated and cultured dealing while travelling                          
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romanticism purely

Even when she was just at the primary school age,  milena 
maYFeldt wrote short stories and radio plays, for which 
she wrote the music herself with the help of her friends and 
a cassette recorder. Even during her course of studies, for 
which she moved from North Germany in the Rhine Neckar 
region, she remained loyal to her hobby. Today she lives with 
her husband, her two children and dog near Heidelberg.

The humorous novel for women Hochzeit nach Plan B 
[Wedding according to plan B] is her first book.

Of all things, as a Hannah makes a marriage proposal to her friend, he 
confesses to her that he is already cheating on her for months. She lea-
ves him in a fury – and stands before the ruins of her life. Without friend, 
apartment and job, she tries to gain a foothold again and immediately 
gets into the next chaos. Accidently she saves the life of a man and makes 
herself his fiancée to find out something about his state of health in the 
hospital. It was not planned that he and his family will consider her, 
nevertheless, really as his future wife. The warmth, with which Hannah 
is taken up, makes it impossible for her to tell the truth, and thus a lie 
is built up on other lies. Now she urgently needs a plan B, because the 
wedding is to take place in just a few weeks.                                                  

This wonderfully romantic story warms up the heart of every reader and 
is perfectly suited to take one away completely for once from everyday 
life.               

Favourite categories  Bestseller in the Kindle shop

Kindle shop  The best loved articles in the  

    Kindle shop (more informaton)

E books

Magazines  Top 100

Newspapers  1) 50 days in the Tope 100

    Wedding according to plan B

    Milena Mayfeldt

    (140 customer reviews)            

    Now available as download                     

    EUR 2.00
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Milena Mayfeldt

Wedding according to 
Plan b                         
224 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 

Soft cover                       

Original edition 

8,99 € (G) | 9,30 € (A) | sFr. 13,10

ISBN 978-3-86882-454-4

Product group 2112

alreadY Published

The author has a very large and loyal fan following

The book was on the Kindle bestseller list of Ama-
zon for several weeks 

The shooting star of chick literature

Fiction

top titles

Favourite categories  Bestseller in the Kindle shop

Kindle shop  The best loved articles in the  

    Kindle shop (more informaton)

E books

Magazines  Top 100

Newspapers  1) 50 days in the Tope 100

    Wedding according to plan B

    Milena Mayfeldt

    (140 customer reviews)            

    Now available as download                     

    EUR 2.00
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Raphael FellmeR has been on a ‘money strike’ since 2010 
to create more awareness for the responsibility that we all 
have for hunger, injustice and environmental destruction. 
The hedonist lives his dream of a world free of money together 
with his wife and child. He gives free of cost presentations, 
media appearances and is involved with the organisation 
“Foodsharing” for creating a better world. In the meantime 
he has become the mediumistic authority for the culture of 
sharing against waste and extravagance

how I decided to live happily wit-
hout money – a consumption boy-
cott

Raphael Fellmer lives utterly without money – he earns nothing, he 
spends nothing. He gets his food from various organic supermarkets 
where he ‘rescues’ it from being thrown into the trash. He lives off the 
leftovers of affluent society. 

Fellmar made this decision three years ago on a hitch-hiking trip to 
Mexico without money. Back in Germany his decision was final: this is 
exactly how he wants to live. He eats a vegan diet of food-stuff that has 
been thrown away, although it is still fit for consumption but cannot be 
sold any longer. He calls it “rescuing food”. His clothes are hand-me-
downs from friends and relatives. With his consumption boycott the 30 
year old Berliner wants to show how many resources are being unne-
cessarily and uselessly wasted today.  He is the co-founder and main 
person in charge of a network which makes it possible for everyone to 
give away unused food instead of destroying it. 

In his book he describes what life without money is like, reports from 
practical experience und depicts many captivating encounters with peo-
ple, who are first surprised at this way of life – but then reflect on it. It 
is also the story of a person who wants to live differently, more fulfilled 
and above all wants to live more freely.

Newspaper item caption: happy without money
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Social criticism, an alternative is practiced by the 
author with his own body and holds up a mirror to 
society                                                    

Provocative and at the same time full of the joie de 
vivre – zest for life                                      

An alternative way of life for a better world                                      

From the founder of the successful internet plat-
form Foodsharing.de            

Substantial media pre-
sence of the author at the 
time of release of the 
book, among others in 
aRD theme weeks 
“Money makes one 
happy” from 16th to 30th 
November 2013     

Extensive coverage in:                        
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Ralphael Fellmer

happy without money!                              
How I live better and in a more 

eco-friendly way without having a 

single cent                                                                                        

220 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Soft cover with flaps                                         

Original edition                                              

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-505-4

Product group  1971

07.11.2013 
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everyday life with Big Data            

“The trend researcher with the lowest blah blah factor”                      
Business-Punk on Eike Wenzel                                            

Big Data is a mega phenomenon, which is massively changing not only 
the world of media but also the entire economy. Digitalisation will com-
pletely transform all markets as well as our lives. But what does this 
mean for our daily lives, our culture and our lifestyles? What will our 
lives really be like with the increasing torrent of data? How will we 
watch films, read, shop, build partnerships, live, work, travel and enter-
tain ourselves?                                                             
                                               
There are signs of ever more revolutionary innovations: Already in China, 
there are 570 million people without bank accounts – the smartphone 
is their account. 3-D printers, which we thought were science-fiction till 
now, are already helping high-tech companies like EADS produce more 
effectively. Research laboratories are working on “tissue” printers, which 
will soon perhaps put an end to illegal organ trafficking. The digital 
revolution is increasingly touching our daily world in more and more 
ways.                         
                                                                                                                              
The book describes what our lives will look like in the not so distant fut
ure.                                     

OlIveR DzIemBa is a freelance author and consul-
tant. As an expert on life-style, shift in values and 
consumerism, he has already completed a number 
of studies dealing with trend and future prognoses. 
From 2006 till 2011 he was a trend researcher for 
Matthias Horx’s Zukunftsinstitut (future institute), as 
well as a leading editor of the publishing house and 
editor-in-chief of  Zukunftsletters (Future letters). Since 
2009 as managing director of SOCCR.NET GbR he 
is engaged with the setting up of and marketing of 
digital information services in the field of sports.                      
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DR. eIke WeNzel is the founder und head 
of the Instituts für Trend- und Zukunftsfor-
schung GmbH (Institute for trend and future 
research) and the editor-in-chief of Zukunfts-
letters (Future letters). On the portal www.
zukunftpassiert.de he describes the scientific 
trends and future research and is involved with 
LOHAS as the first German researcher. He is 
a columnist with Wirtschaftswoche (a popular 
German weekly) and takes on teaching assign-
ments in German and international universi-
ties.                
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What the digital revolution really means for our 
everyday lives                                 

With clear examples of concrete effects on our life-
styles                                          

A glimpse into our digital future                 

From experts of trends who have prognoses for the 
future                     
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Elke Wenzel | Oliver Dziemba 

#Us                       
How digitalisation changes our 

everyday lives             

220 pages | 16,8 × 22 cm 

Soft cover with flaps                         

Original edition                                               

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-507-8 

Product group  1973

08.10.2013 

erneuerbare 
Energien
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New relationships in a new  
society               

Our society is ruled by egoists and ignoramuses- at least that is what 
the chorus of scaremongers portrays in the media and in public.                 
                                           
The authors target the myths of the societal doomsday prophets. So for 
example the famous “enraged citizen” is only a fantasy of the powerful. 
In reality people are fighting against projects and structures. But at the 
same time they are investing enormous amounts of time, energy and 
involvement in projects which they are convinced about. The authors 
prove that social values were never more popular than they are today. 
Only, new solidarity is no longer organised in the traditional manner. 
It is individual, informal, spontaneous and flexible.               
                                                                        
Our society has also become the generator of numerous new communi-
ties. People unite to protest against Stuttgart 21 or BER, find support in 
informal networks like Attac or Occupy and start new relationships 
through social networks.            

ReINeR app is a pollster (opinion resear-
cher) and media expert as well as the direc-
tor of PRAGMA, an institute for empirical 
strategy consulting. The qualified scholar 
of German and geography and trained jour-
nalist worked for many years as media mana-
ger and is involved in media organisations 
like the Initiative Tageszeitung (an initia-
tive of a popular German newspaper) for 
years. He has published numerous items in 
newspapers and in specialist journals.                

DR. maRTIN messINgschlageR is a polls-
ter (opinion researcher) , statistician and direc-
tor of PRAGMA. The political scientist and high 
school lecturer works on the relationship of 
methods of empirical social research with topi-
cal social, political and ethnic issues. He has 
authored a variety of professional articles.                                
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Warum wir sozialer sind, als wir denken

Die neuen Formen des Zusammenlebens, der 
Gemeinschaften und Bündnisse 

Der Wandel in der Gesellschaft von seiner positiven 
Seite
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Reiner App   

Martin Messingschlager

The new solidarity     
Why we are no longer egoists                        

240 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                       

First German Edition                           

24,99 € (G) | 25,70 € (A) | sFr. 34,70

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-508-5 

Product group  1973

07.11.2013 
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DR. INg. BeRND geROpp  has 14 years of experience as an 
entrepreneur and manager of companies that manufacture 
high-end products. He knows that the success of a company 
depends not only on the excellence of its products but also 
on the involvement of its employees. Since 2009 he is an 
independent management coach and business consultant. He 
speaks the language of the management and knows their eve-
ryday work life from personal experience. With his help they 
can make the shift from being a manager to a leader of peo-
ple and provide tremendous impetus.                   
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stress-free employee  
management                                

In many organisations skilled workers and specialists whose strengths 
lie in designing, development and production hold leadership positions, 
but find employee management difficult. They control operations too 
much, trust their employees too little and constantly fear setbacks or 
mistakes if they are not around. Due to this, not only the employees and 
the organisation, but also the management, do not achieve their full 
potential.                                                         
                                                                                
Bernd Geropp shows freshly qualified as well as established managers 
and organisations what the right balance between personal responsibi-
lity and guidelines in personnel management should be like.  His goal 
is for managers to accept that employees can bring in good results wit-
hout constant control. Only then would managers have less stress and 
more freedom for their own tasks – and this would be for the good of 
the whole organisation. And not in the least, for the good of the mana-
gers                                       

please 
 

complet
e

survive in the job 
17,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86881-353-1

7000 copies sold!
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Trust is better and more productive than controle 

The best pathway to make employees self – reliant                          

Obtain time for the real managerial and leadership 
tasks                             

With many practical examples                                         
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Bernd Geropp

When the cat is away…                                                   
How your employees can work 

independently and in a self – reli-

ant manner                 

220 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                        

Original edition                                              

24,99 € (G) | 25,70 € (A) | sFr. 34,70

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-503-0

Product group  1784

14.08.2013 
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Why complicate it when it can be 
simplified?    

The mega-topic of complexity is still underestimated due to unaware-
ness and naiveté but also due to ignorant obstinacy. With grave conse-
quences: projects fail, systems don’t work and intended results are not 
attained. Mastering the increasing complexities is becoming the most 
important skill of our times.  Businesses, as well as political organisa-
tions, frequently fail due to this and often give rise to more new prob-
lems, instead of solving the existing ones.                                 
                                                                                          
Einfach managen (Manage simply) explains the circumstances and indi-
cates the methods that managers must know and master. The book tho-
roughly explains how even highly complex tasks can be successfully 
tackled. The authors clarify the management of simplicity with many 
examples and ready-to-use tools, methods and solutions. Simplicity is 
not easy but it can be learnt!       

“The book does away with illu-
sory solutions like knowledge 
management, process cost 
accounting, and budgeting“.                          
KMU Magazine

“It was about time that this book 
was here. many managers do 
slowly crumble under the comple-
xity of their assignments. and 
yet so much can be simplified“.  
Rolf Dobelli, Bestselling author und co-founder of get-

Abstract.com

MBA degree holder DIeTeR BRaNDes has 
been a consultant for Business Management 
and Organisation since 1990, after many years 
of experience as business head and member 
of the Management Board at Aldi Nord. He 
runs the Institute for Simplicity together with 
his son Nils Brandes. The bestselling author 
gives presentations to many major organisa-
tions and companies in Europe, America and 
Asia. In 2005 was ranked at the 4th place in 
a ranking of the most influential management 
thinkers amongst the German speaking ones.

After completing his studies in computer sci-
ence NIls BRaNDes worked for many years 
with companies like IBM and EPSON in 
management positions. He lives in Dusseldorf 
and in Bogota, Columbia. For many years he 
has been running the Institut für Einfachheit 
(Institute for Simplicity) together with his 
father Dieter Brandes. One of the focus areas 
of his work is advising investors in establishing 
hard-discount concepts based on the business 
models of ALDI and BIM.             
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Manage simply         
(Earlier edition) 
14,90 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-86881-203-9

75 000 copies sold!
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Dieter Brandes | Nils Brandes

manage simply                                     
Avoid, reduce and overcome com-

plexities                              

208 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                               

New edition                                               

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-516-0

Product group  1784

07.11.2013

Key topic: tackling the increasing complexities in 
management         

With updated examples, checklists and suggested 
solutions                   

Updated and expanded new edition of the 
bestseller                                         

The classic work 

of the ex – aldi 

manager – expan-

ded and made up 

to date                             
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What we can learn from Barack 
Obama

JUlIUs vaN De laaR  advised political organisations, NGOs 
and businesses in the development of strategic campaigns 
as well as their implementation. He organised seminars, work-
shops and presentations on topics like digital campaigning, 
storytelling, fundraising and political communication. In 2012 
he led the US election campaign full time for Barack Obama 
in the arena of voter mobilisation in the crucial key state of 
Ohio. Previously he headed the German section of the cam-
paign organisation Avaaz.                          
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How do I send out a clear message? What instruments can mobilise 
my voters, customers or supporters? How do I employ Facebook, Twit-
ter etc in such a way that these are not just pure gimmicks but rather 
achieve a measurable success? Anyone who wants to convince the pub-
lic cannot get away from these and other questions about communi-
cation.                                                   
                                 
Julius van de Laar knows the answers – from his professional activity 
and consultancy, but also from his work as the only German election 
campaign supporter for Barack Obama, for which he convinced voters 
in the crucial state of Ohio. His guidebook shows all campaigners how 
they can reach a wider public audience. In addition to that he offers 
many practical examples and anecdotes from two US presidential cam-
paigns, a German parliamentary election campaign, a campaign for the 
International Climate Summit and umpteen association and NGO cam-
paigns.                  
                                                                                                                          
In his practical “How-to-Guide” Van de Laar shows how campaigns can 
be led and implemented effectively today.                               
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Plan and implement campaigns correctly         

Valuable practical tips from campaign strategists 
of the Team Barack Obama              

The optimal guide for heads of marketing, press or 
publicity officers, organisations, “enraged citizens” 
and many others   

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 5 1 0 8

Julius van der Laar

earth shattering                                
How to reach the public with 

effective campaigns             

200 pages | 16,8 × 22 cm 

Soft cover with flaps                

Original edition                                               

22,00 € (G) | 22,70 € (A) | sFr. 30,80

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-510-8 

Product group  1785

08.10.2013 

Marketing / sales

Top titles

huge pro-
motion 

campaign                     
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values and messages of brands                                                     

heRmaNN h. Wala  is the owner of Wala Strategy & Brand 
Consultants. Amongst others the much sought-after marke-
ting-positioning strategist has advised Gruner + Jahr, Gore 
& Associates, BayWa AG, Kabel Deutschland and ProSieben-
Sat1. Previously he worked with Hubert Burda Media, res-
ponsible for, amongst other things, corporate marketing and 
was employed with leading advertising agencies.            
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A brand is associated with qualities, which lend a unique character to 
it. But what lies behind the success of popular brands like Apple, dm, 
Nespresso or Red Bull? The rules of the game for strong brands have 
changed dramatically in recent years. In a world flooded with informa-
tion, brands play a guiding and controlling role more than ever before.                        
                                                                                         
In this marketing bestseller the success strategies of the big brands are 
revealed: the ones to gain are those businesses that achieve a special 
emotional connection through WIR-MARKEN (US BRANDS). Because 
these are crucial for a business success, that is affected by the popula-
rity of the brand. This new edition also talks about the increasing meaning 
of social networks – and what it means for branding on the internet.                                  
                                                              
We learn with which tools decision makers turn their brand into a WIR-
MARKE (US BRAND) – sound, practical and entertaining. Prominent 
brand managers disclose information about their success strategies in 
interviews.       

“marketing people like to run 
after hypes. however long-term 
successes are based on continu-
ity, not on frequent changing of 
tracks and latest fashions”                      
Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Hermann Simon,                

Simon-Kucher & Partners                               

“Respect your brands and their 
stories and handle both  
with care!”                     
Herbert Hainer, adidas AG               

79,90 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-636-03125-9
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Over 10,000 

copies sold!
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Herrmann H. Wala

my Brands                            
How to makes businesses authen-

tic, distinct and lastingly success-

ful              

288 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                   

Neuauflage 

24,99 € (G) | 25,70 € (A) | sFr. 34,70

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-518-4

Product group  1785

11.09.2013 

What successful brands are made of

The most successful book about branding in an 
expanded and updated new edition               

With an additional chapter about the social web                       

Bestseller in the

magazine  
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DR. heIkO vON DeR gRachT is the founder and head of 
the Instituts für Zukunftsforschung und Wissensmanagement 
(IFK- Institute for future research and knowledge management) 
at the EBS-University in Wiesbaden. He works and conducts 
research in the field of education and future training and 
advised businesses and organizations in the area of future 
research /prognostics, Delphi and scenario planning. His ins-
titute is involved with forty inter-disciplinary future projects 
with business partners like Bayer, PwC, Danone, P&G, Deut-
sche Post DH, BMW and Daimler, amongst others.                
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success factor – future  
competence 

Survive conveys to people in business, as well as in politics, the media and organisations, those concrete skills and spe-
cial strategies that are gaining more importance, at least since the collapse of Lehmann Brothers, Fukushima catastrophe 
and the Euro crisis, and can be summed up in one phrase: future competence. We experience a glaring shortage of this 
competence every day and repeatedly. Wrong decisions, shortfalls, emergencies, burnout and ruined careers – much of 
this would be avoidable with future competence. 
The book does not describe any wishful, iffy, over-rated or more-or-less utopian future scenarios. Rather, it teaches the 
readers how to build their desired future themselves with scientifically sound methods, a “future tool box” and with many 
practical examples. The aim is to actively take your future in your own hands in an increasingly fast-moving world.            
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Future prospects – self-made and self- directed     

The competence on which the future depends              

A survival kit – not just for managers      

With a “future tool box”         

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 5 1 1 5

Heiko von der Gracht

survive
How managers can remain success-

ful in the future as well

220 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover

Original edition                                               

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-511-5 

Product group  1784

14.08.2013 
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lift talents, nurture talent

Know innate strengths and talents               

Nurture your own potential and 
that of others            

Updated and revised new edition                

Over 10,000 copies sold!                   

In this bestseller both the top experts Alexander Christiani and Frank 
M. Scheelen reveal how you can take off into a successful and happier 
professional life: you concentrate on your strengths instead of grappling 
with your weaknesses. For only he who knows what really lies inside 
him and knows his talents, can find a job that suits him and is enjoyable 
too. And only those managers, who correctly recognise the strengths of 
individual colleagues, will build a strong team.                                        
                                                                                  
This unique and proven guide book for talent development is now here, 
updated and revised. It offers a master plan for a talent-centric life and 
helps to exploit one’s own potential and to promote others in the right 
manner.  

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 5 1 4 6

Alexander Christiani   

Frank M. Scheelen 

strengthen the strengths                          
Discover, develop and deploy  

talents                             

320 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                         

New edition                                 

29,99 € (G) | 30,90 € (A) | sFr. 40,10

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-514-6

Product group  1784

10.06.2013 
FRaNk m. scheeleN 
has been a trainer due 
to his own passion for 
many years and is one 
of the most sought 
after consultants for 
top performers in eco-
nomics, science and 
sports.                

alexaNDeR chRIs-
TIaNI is an expert for 
future businesses, suc-
cessful businessman, 
well-known bestselling 
writer and a visionary 
speaker.                                
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Michael Brückner

sales letters                               
Text templates for perfect mailing                  

240 pages |  14,8 × 21,0 cm 

Soft cover                               

New edition                                    

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book           

ISBN 978-3-86881-513-9 

Product group  1498

12.06.2013 
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Barbara Brecht-Hadraschek | Rainer Feldbrügge

process management    
Analyse and design business processes                                           

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

ISBN 978-3-86881-483-5

Product group  1784

alReaDY pUBlIsheD                               

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 4 8 2 8

Werner Pepels

marketing
From basics up to the marketing plan               

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

ISBN 978-3-86881-482-8

Product group  1785

alReaDY pUBlIsheD                               
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Over 20,000 copies sold!                                     

22,99 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-89879-631-6

“Otte practices also what he 
preaches at the university: value 
investing”
André Härtel, Analyst                                                        
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PrOf. Dr. Max Otte is the founder and main sharehol-
der of the IFVE Institut für Vermögensentwicklung GmbH 
(institute for asset development) which publishes the 
investors‘ newsletter DER PRIVATINVESTOR (www.pri-
vatinvestor.de).   Furthermore, he is the main shareholder 
of the company Privatinvestor Verwaltungs AG in Swit-
zerland, which advises the PI Global Value Fund. And 
finally, Max Otte is also a Professor for quantitative and 
qualitative corporate analysis and diagnosis at the Karl-
Franzens-University, Graz (Austria). 

the new book from Max Otte    

For more than 10 years now, the investment columns of Max Otte have 
been acting as a clear, helpful and often entertaining direction signs for 
innumerable private investors in the jungles of investment options. The 
IFVE Institut for Vermögensentwicklung GmbH (institute for asset deve-
lopment) founded by Otte becomes ten years old this year.. The Finanz-
Buch Verlag publication house is showing its appreciation on this occa-
sion with the present volume of essays.                                             
                                                        
The Institut vouches for supporting the private investors in developing 
sustainable and long-term stock strategies by providing them with trans-
parent information.  Since 2008, one can even invest in the investment 
fund that has been issued and managed by them, the PI Global Value 
Fund. Thus the private investor now has the opportunity to assemble 
his portfolio according to the strategy developed by Max Otte. A deeper 
insight into this method is provided by the weekly stock market 
newsletter, DER PRIVATINVESTOR.                                        
                                                                                                                                
Many private investors swim with the current and allow them-
selves to be influenced by the current mood of the mar-
kets. However, the really successful investors form their 
own notions. The columns of Max Otte that have been 
selected here are not only a fascinating flashback on 
a segment of stock market history, but also a reposi-
tory for new insights into current problems.                                

“He has obtained an increase in 
value of 67 per cent since the 
edition in March 2008”                                                       
André Bittner von Bittner & Cie, DER FONDS              

Bestseller
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Jubilee – 10th anniversary 
of the establishment of 
the IFVE Institut für  
Vermögensentwicklung 
GmbH                                           

In three consecutive years 
from 2009 to 2011, Max 
Otte was voted with large 
margins as “market ope-
rator of the year” by the 
readers of Börse Online   

The best tips of Max Otte                                                                                  

His entirely personal knowledge and his proven 
knowledge in book form for the first time                                                                            

Investors can profit from the great wealth of expe-
rience of the Value Investor                                                                

A piece of stock market history, that provides valu-
able expertise for today and for the future                                                                

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 8 1 6 7

Max Otte

Dear Private Investor!                                       
The best investment advice of the 

last 10 years                                        

240 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                          

Original edition                       

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-816-7

Product group 1977

08.10.2013 
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The appearance of the dusty VWL professors’ room is deceptive: below 
the dark jackets and the heavy eyeglasses are hidden the power of super-
heroes. Every day, economists head out to save human lives, to halt cli-
mate change and to clear crimes up.                                   
                                                                                                                             
This book takes the reader on a fascinating hero odyssey around the 
world.  Malte Buhse shows how economists fight against climate change 
in the rainforests of Brazil, provide a new existence for poor people in 
India, organise donor organs for kidney patients in the USA and help 
convict election riggers in Nigeria.
                                                                     
                                                                                                                  
Exciting results of research demonstrate that we need economists more 
than ever before.                

Malte BuHse, born in 1986, works as a freelance business 
journalist and author for the publications Handelsblatt, die 
ZEIT, Tagesspiegel, ZEIT Online and Spiegel Online. He has 
studied political economy at the Cologne University and is 
a graduate of the Kölner Journalistenschule für Politik und 
Wirtschaft (Cologne journalists’ school for politics and eco-
nomics) In addition; he is a shareholder of the journalists’ 
chamber Weitwinkel Reporter in Cologne. In the year 2012, 
the Medium Magazin included the team of the Weitwinkel Repor-
ter as one of the best 30 journalists under 30 years of age.    
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the new superheroes 

“Whether it is illegal trade in weapons or tax evasion – economists increasingly fer-
ret out wrongdoers Forensic economics is a booming branch of research Investiga-
tive authorities use the knowledge gained by the researches”                                          
Handelsblatt (newspaper)
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One of the most promi-
nent examples for this 
genre of economists: 
Alvin Roth.
He was awarded the 
Nobel Prize for economics 
in 2012 for developing a 
model for fair distribution 
of donation programs.                                                   

A completely new view of political economists                              

Written in a gripping and entertaining manner                                                             

A plea for the return to the practical roots of politi-
cal economy                      

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 8 2 2 8

Malte Buhse

economists save the 
World                   
How political economists hunt for 

criminals, combat climate change 

and save lives                          

200 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                         

Original edition                       

17,99 € (G) | 18,50 € (A) | sFr. 25,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-822-8 

Product group 1974

07.11.2013 
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19,99 € (G)
ISBN 978-3-89879-718-4

Over 15,000 copies sold!

OlIver JanIcH, freelance journalist and author, writes 
among others for Focus, Süddeutsche Zeitung and Euro am 
Sonntag. He was one of the first journalists to point out that 
the Lisbon treaty permits the reintroduction of the death 
penalty. In January 2010, his cover story on the contradic-
tions in the official theories regarding 9/11 caused a big sen-
sation.                                                                                                            
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surveillance 2.0

“In reality we have reduced 
europe to the meeting of more or 
less old men plus a woman”                                   
Peer Steinbrück                                                                

The transformation of the European Union into a “Super state” marches 
on relentlessly ahead. Most people perceive the events of the day as a 
difficult to see- through, chance stringing together of political happe-
nings.   They take the development of the European Union to be inevi-
table.     
                                                                                                                
Author Oliver Janich does not believe in the happenstance.  He suspects 
that there is a plan conceived long ago behind all of this, to the point 
of an Orwellian horror vision as in the book 1984.Thus the idea of the 
European Union, with a common central bank, currency and government 
is already over 70 years old. Janich is sure that the United States of 
Europe is to be a model for a “new world order”, in which individual 
states no longer decide about their destinies; rather every field of life 
right down to the smallest things are controlled by Europe are controlled 
by politicians and bureaucrats.                                  
                                                                                                                       
In this scenario, the citizens remain outside in all this. Their task is 
almost limited exclusively to paying the bills. He does not have a real 
political right to participate in co – determination. Many Europeans per-
ceive this new United States of Europe increasingly as a system, since 
the sovereignty of the individual counties exists only on paper Massive 
incursions into private property and total monitoring of the individual.                       
                                                                                                                               
Janich exposes the mechanisms, influential networks and men behind 
the scenes who are working to achieve these goals.        

IsBn 978-3-89879-718-4
“furious. Janich tells his readers: “Wake 
up, you lambs! this here – I show you – 
is the power elite, which wants to guide 
you to the slaughter house«. the book 
is an indispensable contribution to the 
glorious intellectual contribution of 
libertarian class analysis”   
PROF. Hans-Hermann Hoppe, University of 
Nevada in Las Vegas (Emeritus) ,  on 
Jannichs‘book Das Kapitalismuskomplott (the 
capitalist conspiracy)                 

“One must read Oliver Janich: he 
writes in a thrilling and encoura-
ging manner, his writing takes 
off where others must give up or 
lose courage”«                                                         
PROF. Thorsten Polleit, Frankfurt School of Finance and 

Management, Chief Economist with Degussa                              
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Investigative book on the real manipulators and 
puppet masters in Europe                         

How bureaucrats, technocrats and politicians rule 
past the will of the people                                                   

Janich dares to speak out what many only whisper 
about in secret                                   

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 8 2 0 4

Oliver Janich

the europe conspiracy                                                             
Uncover secret documents:                                                                

the dark plans of the elite for the 

United States of Europe              

250 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                          

Original edition                       

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-820-4 

Product group 1973

07.11.2013 

59% of the Germans do 
not trust the institution of 
the EU According to a 
survey; the trust in the EU 
has reached a historical 
nadir in the six largest 
countries of the EU                                                  
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competition of the currencies      

A “competition of the currencies” 
enables the citizen to select “his” 
preferred currencies                                            

Uncovers the dubious role of (note 
issuing central) banks and the 
state in our money system                 

All the important currencies of the world such as Euro, Dollar or Yuan 
have been declared to be the sole currency by the government by law. 
The citizens cannot freely decide for themselves – they must use this 
“compulsory currency”. This money monopoly leads to the situation 
where the citizens cannot decide about the best currency for themsel-
ves, for example physical gold or a new currency covered by metal. 
Moreover the state misplaces this currency monopoly in the unique 
situation, to manipulate the currency by interest rates and printing of 
notes. Polleit and Prollius see the solution in a “competition of curren-
cies” in which the best money (currency) asserts itself. The citizen has 
the choice of the currency she wishes to use. The authors explain why 
such free market money would outplay the compulsory currency of the 
government with profound subject knowledge.                                

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 6 9 1 0

Thorsten Polleit 

Michael von Prollius

currency reform                                                              
From bad state money to good 

market money                                                                                              

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                          

Original edition                       

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-691-0

Product group 1977

04.12.2013 

Dr. PHIl. MIcHael 
vOn PrOllIus  is a 
publicist and writes 
for Wallstreet online, 
FAZ or NZZ. He is a 
business economist 
and historian and was 
among other things 
employed as a consul-
tant with a large Ger-
man 
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PrOf. Dr. tHOrsten 
POlleIt is Chief 
Economist of the 
Degussa Goldhandel 
GmbH, president of 
the Ludwig von 
M i s e s  I n s t i t u t 
Deutschland and 
honorary professor at 
the Frankfurt School 
of Finance & Manage-
ment.                                         
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“the international credit market fiasco 
was caused by the monopoly of the 
government on money. Polleit and Prol-
lius give a clear and understandable 
analysis of the cause of the crisis. they 
not only indicate what destructive 
effect the state money system has for 
the marker economy. they also show a 
way out of the misery: the return to 
free market money”  
Frank Schäffler, MdB

FBV
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Thorsten Polleit (Hrsg.)

ludwig von Mises
His life and work for beginners                               

150 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                 

Original edition                       

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-824-2 

Product group 1971

14.08.2013 

the first biography on the pioneer 
of modern monetary theory 

Life and work of the most impor-
tant representative of the Austrian 
School 

From designated connoisseurs of 
the effect and work of Ludwig von 
Mises     

A biography which many students 
and people interested in econo-
mics have been waiting for                                                                  

Ludwig von Mises (1881-1973) belongs together with Friedrich August 
von Hayek to the most important representatives of the Austrian school 
of national economics. He is deemed to be the most significant econo-
mic and monetary theorists of the twentieth century.                
                                                                                                                  
For the first time, four prominent and established authorities on the 
work of Mises provide an introduction to the tenets and perception of 
the great economist. Hans-Hermann Hoppe gives an introduction to 
the life, liberalism and work of Ludwig von Mises.  U Guido Hülsmann 
throws light on Mises monetary theory. Philipp Bagus devotes himself 
to his critique of state and 
Interventionism and the editor, Thorsten Polleit explains the econo-
mic methods of von Mises.      

“the last knight of liberalism”
FAZ

luDWIg vOn MIses (1881-1973) was an Austrian – American economist and is deemed to 
be one of the most significant representatives of the Austrian school of National Economy. 
His works are among the most important pro-capitalist alternative drafts to Karl Marx.          

“He did not run with the pack”«              
Manager Magazin
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Over 10,000 copies sold               

19,99 € (D)
ISBN 978-3-89879-630-9

asset building – the practical 
guide    

“the optimal companion for the 
entry into the stock markets” 
Süddeutsche Zeitung (newspaper)

How do I start a portfolio? Which broker is suitable for me? How do I 
choose the correct stocks? Why do the Swiss shares in my portfolio 
quote in Euro and what happens in case the Euro crashes? How do I 
avoid unnecessary fund fees? How do I calculate the yield on a deben-
ture? What are the tricks to save on taxes?                 
                                                                                                                      
In the last 13 years, the business journalists Judith Engst and Rolf Mor-
rien have together evaluated over 10,000 reader queries.  Many of these 
are interesting for all who are concerned with or wish to deal in future 
with securities and money investments.   He who buys this book will 
find important information in easily understandable, well presented 
form, which not only slakes the thirst for knowledge but also worth a 
lot of money!  
        
                                                                                                                               
The ideal reading for investors who which to invest with expertise      
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JuDItH engst, born in 1970, is a free-
lance economic and business journalist. 
She’s a graduate in forest management 
and after her studies and internship she 
turned towards the arena of the economy. 
She completed a term of voluntary service 
with the ‚«Verlag für die Deutsche Wirt-
schaft« (publication house for German eco-
nomy) and was subsequently the chief 
editor of a correspondence magazine. She 
focuses in her journalism on the topics of 
law, taxes and finances.                                  ©
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rOlf MOrrIen  studied history, economics and 
politics in Munster and Vienna and thereafter 
completed a course of studies to become a busi-
ness journalist. Subsequently he was the editor 
of the service Aktien-Analyse (share analysis). 
Since 2002 he heads the share market service Der 
Depot-Optimierer (the portfolio optimiser).                           
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Answers the most important questions of the new 
entrants of the stock markets                    

From the practice for the practice                      

Successful predecessor:  Stock markets understood 
easily                    

Replies to the most frequent questions from begin-
ners on the topic of stock markets         

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 8 3 2 7

Rolf Morrien | Judith Engst 

stock markets – very 
practically                                                        
Newcomers‘ questions, stock  

market professionals‘ answers                                        

192 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                          

Original edition                       

19,99 € (G) | 20,60 € (A) | sFr. 28,00

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-832-7

Product group 1977

07.11.2013 

succes-
sor of the 

bestseller stock 

Markets under-

stood  
easily                               
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Peter tHIlO Hasler, has been involved for over 20 years 
with shares of small and medium sized companies, and since 
the stock market entry of the medium sized segment, he has 
also been involved with corporate bonds.                                    
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Better than shares                

The most important basic know-
ledge in the segment of corporate 
and medium sized businesses’  
bonds                                                          

The most important rules of  
individual investments                                

Invest in bonds – but safely!                                   

For centuries now bonds are a central component of the financing mix 
of companies. But in particular, corporate and medium sized businesses’ 
bonds have been enjoying increasing popularity in the last few years.  
These days they have various features such as variable interest or an 
index orientation with inflation protection. Hence, for investors, the 
question that arises quickly is:  Invest in bonds – but how?                                                         
                                                                                                                  
Peter Hasler answers the most important question of the success of 
investors: How is a securities prospect to be read? Should one diversify 
and if so how strongly? What is to be done when the rating of a stock 
degrades

9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 8 2 6 6

Peter Thilo Hasler

corporate Bonds                                           
Risks perfectly under control and 

yields secure                                                    

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                

Original edition                                                           

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-826-6 

Product group 1977

08.10.2013 

“corporate bonds outpace 
every bank account 
passbook”                          
Focus Money
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the best dividend strategies for 
investors                                                                

Cash flow investing – the promi-
sing seminal and safe investment 
strategy        

Shares with high but nonetheless 
safe dividends – an option and alter-
native in unsure times                         

Expert tips for the selection, con-
trol and risk management for one’s 
own portfolio                                       

Shares with regular, high dividends are the most important securities 
trend of the next decade. Because she who wishes to earn high yields in 
times of low interests and unsure bank deposits must rethink. There is 
no getting around shares with strong fundamentals with sustainably 
attractive dividend pay outs.                              
                                                                                                                    
The experts explain, as to which key capital market data the investor 
must make note of regularly; besides they give practical hints for the 
building of the portfolio, its control and risk management.        

Arne Sand | Max Schott 

cash flow Investing                                                                  
Secure assets with shares having 

strong fundamentals and attractive 

sustainable dividends                                    

150 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                               

Original edition                                                                            

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-830-3 

Product group 1977

08.10.2013 
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arne sanD is an elec-
tronics engineer and 
among other things 
works as an advisor to 
the MLP Finanzdienst-
leistungen AG (a finan-
cial services com-
pany). In 1994, he 
founded, together with 
Dr Max Schott the 
company Sand  & 
Schott  GmbH and 
heads it till today as 
the Managing Partner.                          

Dr. Max scHOtt is 
preparing his docto-
rate thesis at the Uni-
versität Hohenheim 
(Hohenheim Univer-
sity) on capital market 
theory After an inter-
mediate stint with 
McKinsey & Co, he 
founded the indepen-
dent asset manage-
ment firm, Sand und 
Schott.                           
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“Dividend values belong cur-
rently to the popular one in 
the international capital 
markets«  
Die Welt
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Dr. Klaus MüHlBauer is a political economist and is a 
renowned stock market and securities expert for over 20 years. 
He has imparted extensive knowledge about assets and invest-
ments in more than 1000 seminars attended by over 50,000 
investment advisors and private investors.            
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Money saved – and now?             

The most important questions on 
the topic of investments in 111 
questions and answers                                         

For beginners wanting to enter the 
stock market and for advanced 
readers for further training                                           

Every topic has been explained 
clearly and understandably on two 
to three pages                                 

Beginners at the stock markets find themselves confronted by a daun-
ting array of questions. These begin often at basic knowledge on money 
and asset investments and end mostly with special questions regarding 
products, investment classes or the active management of one’s own 
portfolio.                                                     
                                                                                                                    
Klaus Mühlbauer has summarised his experience from over 1000 semi-
nars given to 50,000 investment advisers and private investors into 111 
essential questions on the topic of investment.  He answers the basic 
questions in a detailed and clear manner and gives lucrative tips for 
advanced investors. Regardless of whether it is DAX, building society, 
ETFs or inflation, Klaus Mühlbauer explains every topic competently 
and understandably.   
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Klaus Mühlbauer

the 111 most important 
questions regarding 
investment               
All answers to money, stock 

exchanges, insurance and pensions                                                                    

250 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                     

Original edition         

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-833-4 

Product group 1977

14.08.2013 
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Daniel Schütz

trading for Beginners 
Successful from the first trade                         

192 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                                       

Original edition             

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-643-9 

Product group 1977

11.09.2013 

DanIel scHütz is a forex trader and specialist for pattern 
and formation analysis. As the deputy regional manager of 
the VTAD group in Stuttgart, he conducts a lecture series 
there on the subject of the basics of technical analysis (PATA). 
He is a certified technical analyst (CFTe) and trading coach 
(www.technicaltrader.de)                   
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How does a successful trader distinguish himself from one who‘s not 
so successful? All these comprehensive questions are answered by the 
author with his book. The key to success does not lie in a complicated 
trading system, but is based in the fundamentals of technical analysis.         
                                                                                                                           
The author holds the trading beginner by the hand and accompanies 
him, step by step, beginning with the selection of brokers and extending 
up to the first own trade. This is how the book distinguishes itself from 
many others. For the reason that this book came into existence not on 
the writing table but in the practice                             

everyone can learn to trade      

    

The most important thing for star-
ting in the trading business                     

From the theory to the first own 
trade                

From the practice for the practice               

Technical analysis understandable 
for everybody                 
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anDreas Braun has been working as a business journalist 
in Frankfurt for more than ten years. He has participated in 
the building several online platforms for instance by the Deut-
schen Börse AG or the publication group Handelsblatt.  And-
reas Braun writes on the current events in the stock markets, 
new finance products and investing strategies for the market 
portal of the ARD.  He knows about the development of social 
trading offerings in Germany from his personal experience 
and has supported them with constructive criticism.                 

trade better collectively              

Many investors find themselves to be confronted with the question: try 
to accomplish it myself or let a professional have a go at it? Yet why 
pay the asset management companies for something that the internet 
community can do better? Because the “participatory web” has reached 
the finance branch and is working to prepare additional alternatives in 
investment areas. However one who wishes to use the collective intel-
ligence, trade signals or the knowhow of successful traders needs ori-
entation. She should know the background and approach of the provi-
ders of social trading, as also the opportunities and the risks. Andreas 
Braun accomplishes a compact overview of the FAQs in respect of social 
trading. He names the important players, compares the social trading 
platforms and their basically different business models and helps select 
the individual optimal platform with checklists.                  
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Andreas Braun

social trading  
Profit from the knowhow of the 

champions                                       

200 pages | 13,5 × 21 cm 

Soft cover                                    

Original edition                                                      

14,99 € (G) | 15,50 € (A) | sFr. 21,40

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-821-1 

Product group 1977

10.07.2013 

As an investor, learn to use the 
trade signals and the know-how of 
successful traders       

For the first time, all important 
stakeholders, social trading plat-
forms and business models                                                         

With checklists for individual 
selection of the optimal platform                   

Andreas Braun works as the expert for 
Social Trading with borse.ARD.de     
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the all-inclusive Method               
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Reinhard Scholl

Point & figure                     
Trade with the classic chart  

technique                                  

200 pages | 17 × 24 cm 

Hard cover                                         

Original edition                                                                      

24,99 € (G) | 25,70 € (A) | sFr. 34,70

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-823-5 

Product group 1977

07.11.2013 

The Point & Figure method belongs to the standard repertoire of all technical 
analysts.  The method is increasingly popular in Germany too among 
investors and traders. This is not least of all due to the fact that it is an 
“all inclusive” method.  All elements that are desired by an investor or 
trader such as trend determination, trend strength, short term goals and 
stop loss marks as well as various buy and sell signals permit them to 
decide. In addition, this method has an approach that offers advantages 
compared to other methods of technical analysis, for example clear sell- 
and buy- signals. Reinhard Scholl introduces the methods and applica-
tion of the Point & Figure technique. It has practice exercises and solu-
tions too.     

The graduate IT professional reInHarD scHOll has been 
connected with fiancé markets for over 20 years now. The 
internationally recognised qualification that he has as Certi-
fied Financial Technician (CFTeII) is evidence of his profound 
and wide-ranging knowledge in all areas of technical analy-
sis. Moreover he is active in the Vereinigung Technischer Ana-
lysten Deutschlands (association of German technical analysts).         
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The text book for Point & Figure for 
beginners and advanced users    

With many examples from the 
practice, for investors and traders to 
profit from

Applicable for various investment 
classes such as shares, bonds, cur-
rencies and raw materials                          

 g
Ütesiegel

   w w w.vtad.d
e

Vereinigung Technischer Analysten Deutschlands e. V.
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rOBert aBenD, born in 1971, completed a course of stu-
dies in business economics between 1995 and 2001 in Augs-
burg. Right during this time, he discovered a passion for the 
share markets. Together with two fellow students, he founded 
the BörseGo AG, a finance platform for the technical analysis 
and analysis of fundamentals, in the year 2000. Up to the 
year 2007, he led the company as a director, thereafter, he 
moved to the Board of Management.                    

The top traders from Godmode Trader, the largest European trading 
platform, reveal all. 
The first handbook of this type is suitable both for beginners who are 
looking for an individual entry into a special trading area and also for 
professionals who want to optimise their strategy. Every specialist tra-
der contributing to this book introduces himself and his trading strat-
egy, indicates the most common errors and explains what the trader can 
learn from them.                       
                                                                                                                  
In addition to practical tips for beginners, the optimal structuring of the 
trading day as well as the preparations and post activity, the top traders 
elucidate the most important strategies for successful trading. Among 
other things the trader gets an insight into the areas of day trading, 
DAX, Fibonacci, Forex, Elliott waves, Futures, leveraged products, options, 
raw materials, trend following and certificates and gets to know about 
the specialities in each case. Moreover the underlying disciplines of 
technical analysis, money management and trading psychology with 
their most important focal points are also elucidated.                
                                                                                                                    
Regardless of whether a beginner wishes to collect his first trading expe-
riences or an advanced trader wishes to look for new trading fields or a 
professional trader wishes to refine his strategy, the large Godmode Tra-
der Handbook offers appropriate modules to improve the individual trading 
results.           

learn from the best!                 

Mit Beiträgen von: With contributions from:
André Rain – Currencies / momentum strategies
Norman Welz – Trading psychology
Harald Weygand – Chart technique
Heiko Behrendt – Day trading, high speed trading
Marko Strehk – Leverage certificates, CFDs
Rene Berteit – Trading beginners
Rocco Gräfe – Leveraged products / DAX
André Tiedje – Elliott waves, Dow Jones
Jochen Stanzl – Raw materials
Sascha Gebhardt – Trading according to fundamental criteria
Stefan von Ehrenstein – short term trade with knock-out products
Christian Stern – Vola trading CFDs 

What is godmode-trader?                     

Godmode-Trader is a company of the BörseGo AG, an 
operator of finance information portals. The portals 
belong to the most widespread offers in their respective 
fields in the German language internet arena. They offer 
analysis and reports on all investor classes, real-time 
market stock market quotes, live video contributions and 
professional financial analysis tools for instance for chart 
analysis or automatic identification of chart patterns in 
real time.             
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The collected knowledge of the best Godmode tra-
ders     

For beginners to start and for advanced practioners 
as well as professionals for improving their own 
strategies                               

A complete overview of all areas of trading                          

Massive advertising cam-
paign on godmode-tra-
der.de, Europe‘s largest 
trading platform            

Presentation on the 
World-of-trading-Messe 
(trade show) on 
15.11.2013      
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Robert Abend (Editor)

the great godmode 
trading Handbook                         

The best strategies of the top 

traders                                                     

350 pages | 17 × 24 cm 

Hardcover with protective jacket                          

Original edition                                                     

39,99 € (G) | 41,20 € (A) | sFr. 52,00

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-828-0 

Product group 1977

07.11.2013 

Mit Beiträgen von: With contributions from:
André Rain – Currencies / momentum strategies
Norman Welz – Trading psychology
Harald Weygand – Chart technique
Heiko Behrendt – Day trading, high speed trading
Marko Strehk – Leverage certificates, CFDs
Rene Berteit – Trading beginners
Rocco Gräfe – Leveraged products / DAX
André Tiedje – Elliott waves, Dow Jones
Jochen Stanzl – Raw materials
Sascha Gebhardt – Trading according to fundamental criteria
Stefan von Ehrenstein – short term trade with knock-out products
Christian Stern – Vola trading CFDs 

worldoftrading2013
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financial planning and investment 
strategies for retirement             

How one can secure one‘s retire-
ment financially                                                                                           

What the correct investment strat-
egy for retirement should be                      

With many demonstrative examp-
les from consulting practice                     

New: fourth, updated edition; over 
15,000 copies of previous editions 
sold          

Furnished with many practical tips, graphics and check lists, this book 
has become a personal asset advisor for the third phase of life. The 
authors have summarised the experience gained from their long years 
of professional practice in this book. In addition to their consultancy, 
the authors have regularly published specialised articles, lead seminars 
and also published other books.
Their VZ VermögensZentrum (VZ asset centre) helps private individuals 
competently and independently. Their core competence lies in the net-
worked planning for retirement, the comprehensive asset advice and the 
individual management of assets. More under www.vermoegenszentrum.
de     
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Tom Friess | Michael Huber

finance coach for retire-
ment                                        
The personal asset advisor for 

people over 50 years of age

352 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                                               

New edition                                              

29,99 € (G) | 30,90 € (A) | sFr. 40,10

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-834-1

Product group 1977

14.08.2013 

MIcHael HuBer  
lmanages the VZ loca-
tions in Frankfurt and 
Düsseldorf as the Pro-
kurist (authorised sig-
natory or company 
representative) Like-
wise, he is with the 
company since the 
year 2000 and has sig-
nificantly moulded and 
developed the consul-
tancy approach of the 
company VZ.                                    

tOM frIess  is, since 
its’ founding in the 
year 2000, the director 
of the VZ Vermögens-
Zentrum GmbH (asset 
centre) in Munich.  He 
is regularly intervie-
wed on important eco-
nomic and business 
media such as n-tv and 
Handelsblatt (a busi-
ness newspaper).                                     
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Beate Sander

the share and stock mar-
ket driving licence                                           
The licence for securities and 

investments                                        

272 pages | 19 × 26 cm 

Soft cover, four colour                                

New edition                                              

29,99 € (G) | 30,90 € (A) | sFr. 40,10

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-831-0 

Product group 1977

12.06.2013 
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Dimitri Speck

secret gold Policies                                        
Why the central banks control the 

gold price                          

400 pages | 14,8 × 21 cm 

Hard cover                                          

New edition                                              

24,99 € (G) | 25,70 € (A) | sFr. 34,70

Also available as an E-Book                             

ISBN 978-3-89879-837-2 

Product group 1977

14.08.2013 
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